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ABSTRACT 

 
ARTICLE INFO 

BOW stands by Bag-of-words is  the most popular way to model text in statistical 

machine learning approaches in sentiment analysis. However, the performance of 

BOW sometimes remains limited due to some fundamental deficiencies in handling 

the polarity shift problem. We propose a model called dual sentiment analysis (DSA), 

to address this problem for sentiment classification. Data mining technique is the 

process of turning raw data into useful information. The main use of data mining is to 

fetch the required data and extract useful information from the data and to interpret 

the data. Traditional system, BOWs model is used along with DSA in order to classify 

the reviews as positive, negative and neutral. However, the performance of Bag of 

Words sometimes remains limited due to some fundamental deficiencies in handling 

the polarity shift problem. Proposed system uses a dictionary based classification for 

accurately classifying the reviews as negative, positive and neutral. To enhance the 

accuracy in the classification of neutral reviews, Support Vector Machine algorithm is 

implemented. Product owner and the user both can identify the quality of the product 

based on the sentiment graph that is generated based on the reviews for each of the 

product video. A relative study of the sentiment graphs is performed in order to 

improve the efficiency of visual representation. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Currently, with the growing amount of online 

reviews available on the Internet, sentiment 

analysis and opinion mining, as a special text 

mining task for determining the subjective attitude 

(i.e., sentiment) expressed by the text, is 

becoming a hotspot in the field of data mining and 

natural language processing. Sentiment 

classification is a basic task in sentiment analysis, 

with its object to classify the sentiment (e.g., 

positive or negative) of a given text. Analyzing 

these reviews will enhance both the end users and 

the account executive. Sentiment analysis has 

earned its identification and is used in classifying 

the reviews. Sentiment analysis, also known as 

opinion mining, is the field of study that analyses 

people’s opinions, sentiments, evaluations, 

appraisals, attitudes, and emotions towards 

entities such as products, services, organizations, 

individuals, issues, events, topics, and their 

attributes. It represents a large problem space also 

there are more names and slightly different tasks, 

e.g., opinion mining, opinion extraction, 

sentiment analysis, sentiment mining, subjectivity 

analysis, affect analysis, emotion analysis, review 

mining, etc. However, they are now all under the 
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umbrella of sentiment analysis or opinion mining. 

In academia both sentiment analysis and opinion 

mining are frequently employed. They basically 

represent the same field of study. The meaning of 

opinion itself is still very broad. Sentiment 

analysis and opinion mining mainly focuses on 

opinions which express or imply positive or 

negative sentiments.  To do an analysis, 

classification plays a key role in opinion mining. 

A Classification Algorithm is a procedure for 

selecting a hypothesis from a set of alternatives 

that best fits a set of observations.  Opinions are 

central to almost all human activities because they 

are key influencers of our behaviours. Whenever 

there is a need to make a decision, others’ 

opinions are required. In the real world, 

businesses and organizations always want to find 

consumer or public opinions about their products 

and services. In previous, when an individual 

needed opinions, she/he asked friends and family. 

When a business or an organization required 

public or consumer opinions, it conducted surveys, 

opinion polls, and focus groups. Acquiring 

consumer and public opinions has long been a 

huge business itself for marketing, public relations, 

and political campaign companies.  

 

Opinion summarization describes opinions of 

articles by telling sentiment polarities, correlated 

events and the degree and with opinion 

summarization, a customer can easily view how 

the existing customers feel about a product, and 

the product manufacturer can get the reason why 

different stands people like it or what they 

complain about. A seller’s job can be quite 

complicated or it can be quite easy. The two 

contradictory terms define the selling experience, 

based on the fact as how seller interprets the 

consumer interests. Unless one is a psychic or 

knows how to get into others mind the actual 

demand of the customer’s and the product can’t 

be collaborated. Having a right product is 

important and equally important is to present it 

before the right customer. 

 

II. LITERATURE SURVEY 

 

A. Sentiment Analysis and Opinion Mining 

 

This concept is the field of study that analyzes 

sentiments, peoples opinions, evaluations, 

attitudes, and emotions from written language. 

This technique is most active research areas in 

natural language processing and is also widely 

studied in data mining, Web mining, and text 

mining. This research has scope outside of 

management sciences to the computer science and 

social sciences due to its importance to business 

and society as a whole. The gaining importance of 

sentiment analysis coincides with the develop of 

social media like as reviews, forum discussions, 

blogs, micro-blogs, Twitter, and social networks. 

we  have a large opinionated data recorded in 

digital form for analysis. This  systems are being 

applied in every business and social domain  

because opinions are central to almost all human 

activities and are key influencers of our behaviors. 

Our perceptions and beliefs of reality, and the 

choices we make, are largely conditioned on how 

others see and evaluate the world and  when we 

need to make a decision we often seek out the 

opinions of others. This is true not only for 

individuals but also for organizations.  

 

B. Sentiment Analysis Model for Polarity 

Classification Based On Movie Reviews 

Using Lexicon Based Technique 

 

Bag-of-words (BOW) is now the most popular 

way to model text in statistical machine learning 

approaches in sentiment analysis. However,  

performance of Bag of Words sometimes remains 

limited due to few fundamental deficiencies in 

handling the polarity shift problem. The propose 

model called dual sentiment analysis (DSA) 

address the problem for sentiment classification. 

Firstly propose a novel data expansion technique 

by creating a sentimentreversed review for each 

training and test review. On this base, propose a 

dual training algorithm to make use of original 

and reversed training reviews in pairs for learning 

a sentiment classifier, and a dual prediction 

algorithm to classify and check the test reviews by 

considering two sides of one review. It extend the 

DSA framework from polarity (positive-negative) 

classification to 3-class (positive negative- 

neutral) classification, by taking the neutral 

reviews into consideration and by the dual 

sentiment analysis propose approach is to analysis 

sentiment as well as its automatic rating count. 

This can be calculated by using user review on the 

basis of positive, negative and neutral response. 

Then calculate all review and display the result 

analysis. 
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Figure 1: Lexicon based approach. 

 

C. Sentiment Analysis : On Product 

Review 

 

The Web technology has rapidly changed the way 

that people express their views and opinions about 

any product. Now if one wants to purchase a 

product, people are no longer limited to asking 

their friends and families because there are many 

product reviews on the Web which give opinions 

of existing users of the product.  

 

Here we show the system which facilitates us 

information about such products and services in 

summarization form. Finding opinion sources and 

monitoring them on Web can still be a difficult 

task because there are large numbers of different 

sources, and each source may have a huge volume 

of text with opinions or sentiments. In major 

cases, opinions are hidden in conference posts and 

blogs. It is complicated for a human reader to find 

relevant sources, extract related sentences with 

suggestions, read them, summarize them, and 

manage into usable forms.  

 

Thus, automated summarization systems are 

needed. Using this summarization we can identify 

the importance, quality, popularity of product and 

services. In this system we can make 

summarization for product but we can use this 

system anywhere, where text analysis is required. 

Sentiment analysis is also known as opinion 

mining, grows out of this need.  

 

It is challenging natural language processing or 

text mining problem. Due to its tremendous value 

for practical applications, there has been an 

excessive growth of both research in academia 

and applications in industry. 

 
Figure 2: Block Diagram of Sentiment Analysis. 

 

D. Weakly Supervised Joint Sentiment-

Topic Detection from Text 

Opinion mining or sentiment analysis aims to use 

automated tools to detect subjective information 

such as opinions, attitudes, and feelings expressed 

in text. This technique proposes a novel 

probabilistic modelling framework called joint 

sentiment-topic (JST) based on latent Dirichlet 

allocation (LDA), which detects sentiment and 

topic simultaneously from text. Joint sentiment 

topic model called Reverse joint sentiment-topic, 

obtained by reversing the sequence of topic 

generation and sentiment in the modeling process, 

is also studied. Results presents that when 

sentiment priors are added then JST performs 

better than Reverse-JST. This is inspected by the 

practice results on data sets from five different 

domains. Topics and topic sentiment detected by 

JST are indeed informative and coherent.  

 

III. PROPOSED ARCHITECTURE 

 

 
Figure 3: System Architecture. 
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IV. CONCLUSIONS 

 

Sentiment analysis is essential for anyone who 
is going to make a decision. Sentiment analysis is 
helpful in different field for calculating, 
identifying and expressing sentiment. It is helpful 
for everyone when they want to buy a product and 
they can decide which product is best. Sentiment 
analysis is very important for Enterprises and 
helps them to know what customers think about 
their products. Therefore companies can take 
decisions about their products based on customer’s 
feedback. Thus companies can modify their 
products features and introduce new products 
according to customer’s opinion in a better and a 
faster way. 
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